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Insights

PUBLICATION 11/13/23
Crain’s Cleveland Publishes Article Detailing What Ohio Employers Need to Know

NEWS 11/10/23
Cleveland Partner Talks to SHRM About When an
After SCOTUS’ Affirmative Action Decision
Amy L. Kullik, Raymond W. Perez
Read more →

Employee Resigns and Then Changes Their Mind
Amy L. Kullik
Read more →

INSIGHTS 11/08/23
Puff, Puff, Passed: A 6-Step Plan for Ohio Employers as Recreational Marijuana Legalized
Katherine J. Mills, Robert M. Robenalt, Melanie L. Webber
Read more →

EVENT 10/04/23
Cleveland Breakfast Briefing: WARNING... Avoiding Pitfalls and Compliance Tips for Workforce Reductions
Richard A. Millisor, Jeffrey D. Smith, Amy L. Kullik, Melissa A. Dials
Read more →

NEWS 09/25/23
Fisher Phillips Welcomes Katherine Mills in Cleveland
Katherine J. Mills
Read more →

NEWS 06/29/23
McKnight’s Once Again Turns to Cleveland Partner for Insights on Omnibus Bill
Jeffrey D. Smith
Read more →

View All →
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